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A	Word	About	Taking	the	Long	View

Summit products are manufactured under one or more of  the following US patents: 4,991,690 ; 5,226,505 ; 
5,413,192 ; 5,937,969 ; 5,971,104 ; 5,975,242 ; 6,182,792 ; 5,979,603 ; 6,397,973 and Des. 417,011 ; 420,147.  Summit 

MegaSampson, Bucksteps, Seat-O-The-Pants Safety Line and Rapid Climb Stirrups are patent pending.



Above and Beyond

Silent. Secure. Concealed. Comfortable.  
The Viper SS from 

Summit is the latest 
in the long and 
successful Viper line 

and it packs all of  our 
latest innovations.  Of  course 

we still use our proven SummitLokt 
construction which mechanically “locks” 

the stand together, and we still apply 
a tough, powder coat finish to our welded 

aluminum frame, but now we’ve added our Summit 
Skin technology to give you a quiet stand even 

while you’re backpacking it into the woods.  
Mossy Oak’s New Break-Up 

on the comfort pads, custom-
designed seat, and Summit 
Skin keep you hidden while 
staying comfortable.   The 

Viper SS from Summit... all the 
tradition and trust plus the best 

new features in one 
complete package. 

Summit
SKin

                    Viper SS™
Weight:		20	lbs.	
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.
Seat	height:		Adjustable
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches		
Overall	Length:		20"	wide	by	36"	long	
Platform	Area:		20"	wide	by	28	3/4"	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75"	wide	by	26.5"	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18"	wide	by	12"	long	(back	rest)	12"	wide	by	20"	long

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

1. Thick pads cover the arm rests and fill the seat and 
back	rest	so	you’re	totally	comfortable.	

2.	Our	patented*	cable	system,	is	the	best
	thing	going	in	climbing	treestands.	

3.	No	more	cumbersome	boot	straps...	just	slide	your	
boots	under	the	patented**	RapidClimb	stirrups	

4.	Complete	out	of 	the	box,	our	stands	don’t	require	you	to	
buy	“extras”	to	be	comfortable.	

New Summit Skin 
Included!

Our	custom	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	
Mossy	Oak	topcoat,	elastomeric	
foam	core,	and	an	auto	industry	
grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.

New Summit Skin 
Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	
new	sound	dampening	laminate	
includes	a	Mossy	Oak	topcoat,	
elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	

total	silence.

*Pat. No. 5,975,242
** Patent Pending



The Goliath SS is a full featured 
stand that is also full-sized. This 
stand ends your search for 
a great climbing 
and hunting stand 
that fits a bigger 
hunter. The full-
sized hunter will 
appreciate a beefed up top 
section able to support up to 350 
pounds.   Get a look at that top 
section, it’s wider than normal 
which means you’ll stay comfortable 
so you’ll be able to hunt longer.  Our 
RapidClimb stirrups mean you don’t have to 
bend over to pull on boot straps and this 
stand is built tough and TMA-tested so 
you can finally feel secure that you’re in 
a stand designed with you in mind. 
Relax, the Goliath SS is all 
the treestand you’ll ever 
need...and more.

Above and Beyond

Goliath SS™
Bigger and Better 

Weight:		21	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		350	lbs.

Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Seat	height:		Adjustable	

Overall	Length:		20"	wide	by	36"	long	
Platform	Area:		20"	wide	by	28	3/4"	long	

Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	21.75"	wide	by	26.5"	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18"	wide	by	12"	long	(back	rest)	12"	wide	by	20"	long	

Features
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Summit
SKin

1.	Wide	top	section	gives	you	more	
room...	where	you	really	need	it.	

4.	Tapered	seat	pad	won’t	bite	into	the	sides	of 	
your	legs...	you’ll	be	able	to	hunt	longer.	

3.	Patented*	RapidClimb	stirrups	mean	you	
don’t	have	to	bend	over	to	pull	on	boot	
straps.	

2.	Curved	arms	provide	a	great	arm	rest	
while	giving	you	a	secure	feeling.	

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

New Summit Skin Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	Mossy	Oak	

topcoat,	elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.

*Patent Pending



Do you need a sit-down stand-up 
climber but you’ve always been an 
open front hunter?  Then we’ve got 

the solution: it’s the Razor SS 
from Summit.  If  you’re tired 

of  wrestling with hand-
climbers but want the 

freedom of  an open-front 
climbing treestand, the 

new Razor SS fills 
the bill.  Just secure 
the climbing bar 

and go, then fold 
it up under you and out of  

your way to hunt.  Comfort has 
never been taken lightly at Summit, 

so you can count on this stand to be 
all-day compatible.  Custom foams 

designed to fit you assure complete 
satisfaction while sitting. 

The new Razor SS.  All 
of  what you want, none 

of  what you don’t. 

Features
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Summit
SKin

1.	Climbing	bar	allows	sit	and	stand	climbing	and	then	
FOLDS	UNDER	the	top	for	open	front	use!	

2.	Custom	arm	rests	designed	to	eliminate	
fatigue	in	the	neck	and	shoulders.

3.	Seat	straps	can	be	adjusted	to	your	preferences,	
not	a	“factory-selected”	preference.	

4.	Engineered	grip-strips	have	a	narrow	
“v”	which	grabs	a	tree	better.	

                    Razor SS™
Swing and Shoot

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

New Summit Skin Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	Mossy	Oak	

topcoat,	elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.

Weight:		21	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		20”	wide	by	36”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	28	3/4”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside	-	climbing	bar	up)19.75”	wide	by	26.5”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	



Bullet SS™

Packed and Productive 
Features
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Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

Weight:		23	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Overall	Length:		20"	wide	by	36"	long	
Platform	Area:		20"	wide	by	28	3/4"	long	

Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75"	wide	by	26.5"	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18"	wide	by	12"	long	(back	rest)	12"	wide	by	20"	long

Summit
SKin

1.	Nylon	bushings	at	pivot	points	keep	the	
Bullet	SILENT!	

4.Silently	slide	the	coated	cable	and	stops	
into	the	slot	for	easy	tree	adjustment.

3.	See-through	design	blends	with	the	
branches	of 	a	tree.	

2.	A	threaded	knob,	not	a	pin,	gives	the	
Bullet	strength	and	silence.	

Swing and Shoot

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

The Bullet SS is Summit solid, 
Summit stable and Summit 
quiet AND it folds 
flat. 

Comfort?  We’re 
famous for it.  Thick 
cushions in the seat and back rest 
give you the best seat in the woods.  
It’s also tapered on the sides so it 
doesn’t “bite” into your legs. Value?  
Check out the other stands available 
that fold flat. Feature for feature, why 
would you buy anything else?  NOTHING 
compares to a Summit. 

The Bullet Backpacker SS.  
It’s got all of  the good stuff  you’ve 
come to expect from Summit, 
in a stand that folds flat. 

New Summit Skin Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	Mossy	Oak	

topcoat,	elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.



Clean and Compact

                  Broadhead SS™

What would be your dream open 
front stand? Would it be ultimately 

portable, would it be bowhunter-
friendly?  The Summit Team wraps up 

all of  these qualites in a package we call 
the Broadhead Backpacker SS.    With 
its comfort and compactness you’re 
able to go in farther and stay longer 

than with any other treestand. 

The Broadhead Backpacker SS.  An open-
front, flat-folding treestand that gives you the 
flexibility you need when whitetail patterns 

change. 

Features

1
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3
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

Summit
SKin

Weight:		21	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		20”	wide	by	36”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	28	3/4”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75”	wide	by	18”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	

1.	Pivoting	arms	and	v-brace	fold	
flat for packing in and out. 

	 2.	Shoulder-friendly	ErgoArms	eliminate	
fatigue,	keeping	you	comfortable	longer.	

3.	Secure	the	v-brace	with	the	attached	knob	and	
you’re	ready	to	climb...	no	pins	to	hassle	with.

4.	8,000	pound	cable	won’t	drag	up	the	back	of 	
the tree, yet it is flexible enough to grab and 
hold.

New Summit Skin Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	Mossy	Oak	

topcoat,	elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.



Clean and Compact

The Summit 180º SS will eliminate 
looking over your shoulder.  The 
unique climber allows multiple 
seating positions so you don’t 
have to choose. Never has climbing 
been easier or hunting more comfortable 
than with this new stand.  You climb using the stand-up, 
sit-down method, then choose which way you want to 
face.  Gun hunters may want to face the tree, and 
bowhunters may opt to sit facing away.  Either way, 
you’re super-comfortable. 

The new Summit 180.  From its tree-
gripping grip strips to the 8,000 pound 
cable that secures it to the tree, you’ll 
be satisfied, stealthy, secure, and 
successful.

Summit 180º SS™
Forward and Back 

FFeatueaturreses
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3

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY
Free	Full	Body	Harness

And	Carrying	Straps
Summit
SKin

Weight:		21	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Overall	Length:		20”	wide	by	36”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	28	3/4”	long	

Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75”	wide	by	28.5”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	

1.	Unbelievable	seat	and	back	rest	assure	your	comfort	on	
those	all-day	rut	hunts.	

4.	Sit	facing	the	tree	or	facing	away	from	
the	tree...	life’s	full	of 	choices.

3.	V-Brace	gives	you	a	
super-rigid	climbing	treestand	that	

won’t flex. 

2.	Reversing	
the	seat	allows	

you	to	use	the	tree	
for	cover	or	as	a	
secure	gun	rest.

4

New Summit Skin Included!

Our	custom	designed	tough	new	sound	
dampening	laminate	includes	a	Mossy	Oak	

topcoat,	elastomeric	foam	core,	and	an	
automotive	grade	adhesive	for	total	silence.



It’s also compact.  it’s also lightweight.  It’s the 
OpenShot... a climbing treestand taken to a new 
level. 

With its integrated seat/hand climber, the Open-
Shot gives you new options in your treestand arsenal.  

Either sit on the seat at hunting height, or spin 
it around and out of  your way for the ultimate 

whitetail perch.  Either way, you’re totally 
silent and extremely secure. 

It doesn’t matter how far you’ve got to 
hike... the OpenShot will let you get 

there.  And once you’re there, 
the whitetail world will be 
right at your feet. 

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

                      Openshot™Weight:		14	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		20”	wide	by	32”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	24	3/4”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75”	wide	by	14”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	

1.	Seat/hand	climber	combination	makes	this	
stand	unbeatable	for	way-back	whitetails.	

	2.	Smaller	platform	easily	maneuvers	around	
knots	and	small	limbs...	quietly.

3.	Patented*	RapidClimb	stirrups	mean	you’ve	got	total	
control	over	the	platform	as	you	climb.	

4.	Thick-padded	seat	cushions	provide	
surprising	comfort	and	warmth.

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

Light and Lethal

*Patent	Pending



Reliable and Relentless

                Copperhead Compact™

The perfect tree to climb.  Rare these days.  
Sometimes you just have to use a hang-on.  Why not 
try a Copperhead Compact? 
Our unique system consists of  a quiet strap (even 
stronger than big chains) and a receiver bracket 
on the stand.  What does this mean?  It means 
you can hang straps all over the woods and 
just one treestand.  Multiple locations 
for minimal cash.   At 12 pounds, the 
Copperhead Compact is a breeze to 
pack, and this year it FOLDS FLAT.  
The seat folds down so you can 
use the included backpack 
straps to hike long and far. 
The Copperhead 
Compact.  An 
easy-hangin’, 
hard-huntin’ 
stand. 

Features

1
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4

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Weight:		12	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	height:		22”
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		20”	wide	by	36”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	28	3/4”	long	
Seat	Size:		(Front)		4”	wide	by	(Back)	12”	wide		18”	deep.

1. You would expect a 12 pound stand to be flimsy... 
this	stand	is	solid.	
	2.	Tapered	seat	design	doesn’t	bite	into	your	legs	

which	gives	you	more	time	in	the	woods.

3.	Seat	will	fold	completely	out	of 	your	way,	freeing	
the	platform	for	more	maneuverability.	

4.	Super-tough	strap	with	an	easy	adjustment	system	
hangs	in	seconds,	and	adjusts	for	leaning	trees.

Free	Full	Body	Harness
And	Carrying	Straps

Light and Lethal



Excellent and Effective

                   Basic System™

The Basic System is a great new way to add value to 
your hunting equipment.  This effective platform is 
designed to be stable and quiet all without breaking 
the bank.  This platform is not a paired down, flimsy 
version that would just leave you frustrated, this is the 
full featured core of  our System hang-on line.  Our 
high strength ratchet strap allows you to hang the 
strap and then easily hang the platform.  The unique 
strut design ensures that when you find the perfect 
tree, even if  it leans, you’ll be level and solid.

The new Basic System from Summit... a solid 
performer for every location. 
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Free	Full	Body	Harness
FIVE

YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY

Weight:		16	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.			
Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches		
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	30.5”	long	

1.	High	strength	ratchet	strap	
for	positive	attachment.

	

4.		Chain	limits	how	far	the	strut	can	deploy	
even	if 	the	platform		is	lifted.

2.	Sturdy	steel	mesh	platform	is	rock	solid.
3.	Innovative	strut	design	allows	adjustment	
for	leaning	trees.

Features



Excellent and Effective

Trophy System™
Sit and Strike 

Our new Trophy System is the 
premier setup for ultimate seated 
comfort.  This full size suspended 
webbing seat is the same type as 
on our climbers and will give you 
the same proven support without 
biting into the back of  your legs.  
The generous platform is easy to 
hang because the high strength ratchet 
strap and bracket hang first, then just place and 
tilt the platform up to level.  Use the strut to adjust for 
leaning trees and enjoy the best hang-on in the woods.  

With a folding seat, adjustable 
platform, and an easy 
hang ratchet, the 
Trophy system 
will help you be 
in the right place 
at the right time.

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY
Free	Full	Body	Harness

Weight:		24	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	30.5”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	20”	wide	by	12”	long	

Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	

1.	Sit	in	comfort,	then	fold	it	back	when	
you	need	to	stand	or	when	you	bring	it	in.

4.	New	spring	buckle	quick	attach	strap	
makes	setup	easy	and	quiet.

3.	Multiple	foam	contours	and	densities	
make	our	seat	the	best	there	is.

2.	Padded	armrests	give	comfort	and	a	
solid	gun	rest.

New Trophy System 
seat folds flat



Comfort System™
Predatory and Plush

The Comfort System transforms the 
Basic platform to a hang-on with 
something close to a recliner seat.  
This all-day seat has a two strap tree 
adjustment that will let you adjust until it fits 
you like a glove.  With that kind of  comfort 
you’ll be able to stay still and quiet longer.  
The seat gets out of  the way quickly when 
you need it, and the platform is rock solid.  

The Comfort System...a laid-back type 
hang-on stand complete with Summit 
performance.   

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness

Weight:		18	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	30.5”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	12”	wide	by	18”	long	(back	rest)	18”	wide	by	18”	long	

1.	Two	adjustable	straps	let	you	lower,	raise,	
lengthen	and	angle	this	seat	like	a	lounger.

4.	Support	strut	secures	to	tree	and	includes	
chain	to	limit	deployment.

3.	High	strength	ratchet	strap	system	lets	
you hang the strap first.

2.	The	front	support	bar	connects	to	the	
platform	and	silently	folds	back	out	of 	the	
way	when	you	stand.



Predatory and Plush

Deer Deck™

Large and In-Charge

We needed a new name for our new hang-on with 
an enormous platform.  The only suggestion that 
matched the size was Deer Deck.  If  you’ve ever 
imagined standing on your back deck to hunt, 
well this is about as close as it gets.  This stable 
steel platform uses our new hanging system which 
attaches a two post steel backbone with two high 
strength ratchet straps.  Our thick padded seat 
is Summit comfortable and will push 
easily back out of  the way when you 
stand.  

The new Deer Deck...a 
great, BIG, hang-
on stand.

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness

Weight:	18	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		22”	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Platform	Area:		24”	wide	by	30”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	

1.	Two	post	steel	tubing	“backbone”	gives	
the	Deer	Deck	strength

4.	Huge	steel	platform	makes	it	easy	
to	move	around	and	feel	comfortable.

3.	Three	adjustments	let	you	level	
the	platform	on	leaning	trees.

2.	Thick	padded	seat	ensures	you	can	
stay	still	and	quiet.



Deer Deck Lite™

Large and Lite

The new Deer Deck Lite is the lighter version of  our 
Deer Deck. Our full sized, welded  aluminum platform 
is the same type we use on our climbing stands.  The 

thick padded seat is plenty comfortable and the cable 
design allows you to adjust the platform so it’s 

level.

With two ratchet straps and a welded 
aluminum platform, you can be sure 

this is one stable hang-on setup. 

Make no compromises, 
choose the new 

Deer Deck 
Lite and get 
it ALL.  
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness

Weight:		12	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	height:		22”	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches		
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	28	3/4”	long		
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long

1.	Full	size	welded	aluminum	platform	just	
like	our	climbers.

4.	Thick	padded	seat	gives	you	the	
ability	to	hunt	longer	and	comfortably.

3.	Use	the	cable	angle	adjustment	
to	level	the	platform	even	when	
the	tree	leans.

2.	Two	high	strength	ratchet	straps	and	a	
solid	backbone	make	it	silent.

Features



                  Predator Pod™

You’ve got a new way to go after 
game this year.  The Predator 
Pod from Summit is the answer 
when you need to be in the dense 
scrub, but off  the ground.  Think 
of  all the cut overs, field edges, 
gullies and valleys you could open 
up if  you had a way to get up off  
the ground, exactly when and 
where you needed.  Solid steps on 
one rung, and footrest steps on 
all the rungs, means you’ll find 
the perfect angle and adjustment.  
The swiveling seat and pivoting 
gunrest allow you to get into the 
stand quickly and move silently 
into position.  Its wide tripod 
stance is stable and the clearance 
underneath lets you put it where 
most stands simply won’t go.

You won’t know how you missed 
all of  all those great spots where 
the Predator Pod would be just 
right, until you own one.  

The new Predator Pod from 
Summit...now there’s nowhere for 
game to hide.

Features

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Weight:		40	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.			
Seat	Size:		(front)	4”	wide	by	(back)	12”	wide	by	18”	deep	
Height	to	Seat:	6	ft.	

Large and Lite

Mobile and Multipurpose
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1.	Integrated	stable	gunrest	lowers	
for	easy	entry	and	exit,.

4.	Tripod	frame	is	light	enough	to	
carry	yet	rock	solid.

3.	Buckstep™	style	steps	are	easy	to	
climb.

2.	Silent	pivoting	seat	lets	you	swing	
360º	so	you’re	never	out	of 	position

Integrated	stable	gunrest	
includes	a	swiveling	top	
V	and	lowers	for	easy	
entry	and	exit.



Up and Over

The	right	spot	and	and	the	right	tree,	it’s	
a	constant	struggle	as	whitetail	patterns	
change.		This	year	the	odds	are	a	little	
more	in	your	favor.		The	new	X-Pod	from	
Summit	is	a	go	anywhere	adapt	to	any	
location	stand.		It	gives	you	a	just	right	
view	in	areas	where	putting	up	a	hang-on	
or finding a good climbing tree is just not 
going	to	happen.		When	it’s	time	to	hunt	
dense	scrub	and	you	struggle	for	the	right	
stand,	choose	the	X-Pod	and	put	it	right	
where you wanted it in the first place.

The	new	X-Pod	from	Summit...	a	rugged	
hunting	pod	that	can	always	mark	the	spot.

X-Pod™
Portable and Positioned

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Weight:		95	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	

Platform	Area:		18.5”	wide	by	17.5”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19”	wide	by	30”	long	

Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	
Height	to	Shooting	Rail:	11	ft.

1.	A	comfortable	seat	and	a	climb	
through	design	mean	you’re	in	quicker	
and	can	stay	longer.	

4.	Setup	next	to	a	tree	and	secure	the	
stand...now	climb	and	hunt...simple.

3.	Tubular	steel	and	bolt	through	
couplers	mean	your	X-Pod	is	rock	solid.

2.	Secure	the	ratchet	straps	to	the	
included	stakes,	a	tree,	a	fencepost...

2



Single Shot™

Eighteen	feet	up.		Slight	wind	out	of 	
the	east.		This	is	about	as	far	from	the	
corporate	world	as	you	can	get.	

The	Single	Shot	combines	our	proven	
construction	techniques	with	good	value	
to	give	you	a	ladder	stand	that	no	others	
can	compare	to.		It’s	simple	to	set-up,	
but	has	the	engineering	know-how	to	
keep	it	solid	and	stable.

Our	SofaSeat	will	keep	you	comfortable	
and	still,	two	whitetail	hunting	attributes	
that	go	hand	in	hand.		You’ll	hunt	
longer	because	your	backside	won’t	go	
to	sleep	and	send	you	in	early.	

The	Single	Shot.	The	best	ladder	stand	
available...period.	

Features

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Free	Full	Body	Harness

Up and Over
Weight:		92	lbs.

Weight	Limit:		300	lbs.		 	
Seat	height:		Adjustable	

Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		18.5”	wide	by	38”	long	

Platform	Area:		18.5”	wide	by	23.5”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	20”	wide	by	26”	long	

Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long
Height	to	Shooting	Rail:	18	ft.	

Portable and Positioned

1.	18	feet	and	solid,	this	ladder	will	make	
you	feel	right	at	home	up	in	the	air.

4.	Same	all	day	comfortable	seat	you’ve	
come	to	appreciate	from	Summit.

3.	Easy	to	setup,	the	ratchet	straps	wrap	
behind	the	tree	and	cross	for	tension.

2.	Three	sections	using	bolt	through	
couplers	ensure	strength.
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																		Double	Barrel™

The	Double	Barrel	is	a	new	
Summit	solution	to	the	old	
problem	of 	putting	two	people	
in	one	great	hunting	spot.		
Using	our	engineering	expertise,	
we	have	designed	a	two-person	
ladder	that	is	rock	solid.		Using	
our	hunting	expertise	we	
designed	a	seat,	platform	and	
attachment	system	that	will	keep	
two	people	comfortable	and	
secure.		The	wide,	thick	padded	
bench	seat,	front	rest,	and	back	
rest	are	all	two	people	will	need	
to	spend	the	entire	day.		The	
Double	Barrel	from	Summit...	
take	someone	hunting.

FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

2	Free	Full	Body	Harnesses

Workhorse and Wide
Weight:		115	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		500	lbs.	(2@250	lbs	ea.)			
Seat	height:		19.5”
Tree	size:		8	to	20	inches	
Overall	Length:		44”	wide	by	46”	long	
Platform	Area:		20”	wide	by	44”	long	
Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	42”	wide	by	38”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	42”	wide	by	14”	deep
Height	to	Shooting	Rail:	16.5	ft

Features
1.	You	won’t	believe	how	big	this	seat	and	
platform	are.	Remember...no	napping.

4.Easy	wrap	behind	the	tree	ratchet	
straps	means	you	won’t	struggle	with	
setup.

3.	Padded	rests	on	the	front	and	back	
make	the	entire	stand	all	day	comfortable

2.	The	same	Summit	yoke	and	grip-strips	
design	as	our	climbing	stands	makes	this	
giant	platform	stable.

3
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                      Bucksteps™

Sneaky. Silent. Unseen.  
Sounds like a huge buck?  
Also sounds like Buck-
steps from Summit. 

More than likely, you’ve 
heard somebody talking 
about Bucksteps.  That’s 
not surprising, since 
they’re just the slickest 
thing to hit the whitetail 
woods in a long time. 
Bucksteps are big enough 
to get both boots on for 
hanging stands, but small 
enough not to be noticed.  
They’ll hang just about 
anywhere too, which 
makes for some awesome 
thicket hunts. 

Bucksteps.  They’ll get 
you headed in the right 
direction to bag the buck 
of  your dreams. 

Features
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

1.	Bucksteps	stack	together	to	form	
a packable, quiet, and low-profile way 
to	get	to	your	stand.	

4. Easily climb to fifteen feet with 
four	sections.	

3.	Twisting,	turning,	leaning	trees	
are	handled	with	ease	due	to	the	
Bucksteps’	design.

2.	Extruded	“steps”	are	plenty	big	for	
today’s	big	boots	and	provide	plenty	
of 	grip.	

Weight:	11	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.			
Step	Length:		20”	
Step	Width:	7	3/4”
Height:	 Dependent	on	spacing	and	placement	approx.	15’	-	17’

Workhorse and Wide

2

1

Grip and Grab

Patent	Pending



SwifTree™
High and Mighty
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FIVE
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

Features
1.	Enclosed	foot	steps	provide	sure	footing	and	
won’t	let	your	boot	slip	off 	the	side.

4.	U-shaped	stand-offs	give	you	plenty	of 	room	for	
today’s	big	hunting	boots.

3. 3 slip-fit sections allow you to climb to seventeen 
feet...	plenty	high	for	hang-on	stands.

2. Tubular steel provides a rigid, non-flexing back-
bone	on	the	SwifTree.

Weight:		18	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.		 	

Height:	17’	(three	sections)

Enclosed, sure footing all the way 
to the top... that’s what you get 
with the SwifTree Climbing Pole 
from Summit. 
Ever felt uneasy about climbing 
screw-in steps?  So did we until 
we came up with the SwifTree.  
The unique enclosed steps 
provide sure footing and help 
prevent your boot from slipping 
off  of  the side.  Even in total 
darkness you can “feel” the 
correct place to step as you’re 
climbing into or out of  your 
hang-on stand.  A backbone of  
rigid steel gives you a solid, stable 
climb, too. 

The SwifTree.  It’s a no-
nonsense approach to successful 
whitetailing.  Look for it this year 
and see if  you don’t agree. 

Patent	Nos.		Des.	417,011
	 	 Des.	420,147



Trophy Chair™

The perfect spot.  Lots of  sign.  Big buck 
using the area.  Not a tree within sight to 
climb.  Try a Trophy Chair. 

This simple seat will open up a 
whole new way to hunt 
deer, turkeys, and lots 
of  other stuff  too.  
The possibilities are 
unlimited.  The Trophy 
Chair, with its padded 
arm rests, seat and 
back, hangs on a tree 
in seconds.  Just sling 
the hook around 
the tree and hang it.  
Leave it high, low or 
anywhere in between 
and stay comfortable for 
hours.  No more squirming around 
on pickle buckets, stumps or rocks. 

The Trophy Chair.  Use it once and you’ll 
use it forever.

Features
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Weight:		6	lbs.
Weight	Limit:		260	lbs.		 	

Seat	height:		Adjustable	
Tree	size:		8	to	30	inches	

Seat	Frame	size:		(inside)	19.75”	wide	by	12”	long	
Seat	Size:		(base)	18”	wide	by	12”	long	(back	rest)	12”	wide	by	20”	long	

1.	Arm	rests	are	cushioned	and	designed	to	reduce	shoulder	
fatigue while providing a solid rifle rest. 

4.	Works	great	with	hang-on	stands,	
permanent	stands,	on	the	ground,	etc...	

3.	Thick	seat	and	back	rest	cushions	allow	you	to	sit	for	
hours...	especially	handy	for	turkey	season.	

2.	High-strength	webbing	threaded	back	through	a	thumb	actuated	spring	
buckle	makes	adjusting	the	Trophy	Chair	a	breeze.	

High and Mighty

Fast and Folding 

Seat Folds Flat!

Patent	No.	5,937,969



               Seat-O-The-Pants™ 

Seat-O-The-Pants.  Each and every time safety and 
treestands come up, you’ll hear this name.  That’s 
because there is no better full-body harness available. 

If  you’ve ever been to a hunting show and have seen 
Keith Jones jump out of  a tree, you’ll appreciate the 
hunting expertise and engineering that go into each and 
every SOP product.  Shock-reducing tethers, new easy-to-
use buckles, and silent operation keep the SOP name at 
the forefront of  treestand safety.   Innovations like a high 
tether so you’re able to wear it under or over your hunting 
clothing, mean SOP is the leader in harness design.

It doesn’t matter whether you’re a first-time hunter or a 
seasoned veteran, the Seat-O-The-Pants line will keep 
you safe.

Tested, Tough, 
and Trusted

SIMPLY THE BEST HUNTING 
HARNESS YOU CAN BUY

Shown	here	in	Mossy	Oak	camo	
the	SOP	has	all	the	features	you	
look	for	in	fall	protection.		It’s	
quiet,	it’s	comfortable,	it’s	easy	
to	use	and	it	will	keep	you	from	
hitting	the	ground.		Just	one	more	
thing;	the	design	of 	the	leg	straps	
means	they	won’t	bite	you	(where	
you	DON’T	want	to	get	bit)	in	the	
event	of 	a	fall.

The SOP

Unique	patented*	
prussic	hitch	assembly	
gives	you	a	totally	
adjustable	safety	
line....adjust	it	to	
YOUR	needs.

*Patent	Pending



The Fastback

The Supreme X6
The	SOP	Supreme	is	designed	
for	hunters	who	just	don’t	like	
the	thought	of 	ANY	straps	to	
deal	with	on	a	full-body	harness.	
It	has	the	features	of 	the	regular	

SOP	harness	all	packed	
into	a	design	that	is	light	
weight,	tangle-free,	and	
comfortable	to	wear.	It	
also	has	a	large	pocket	for	
stowing	extra	safety	ropes	
or	other	gear.	MOSSY	
OAK	camo.	

The	SOP	Fastback	has	all	of 	
the	features	of 	the	regular	SOP	
harness...	with	a	unique	spin.		It	
has	an	integrated	mesh	back	that	
keeps	it	from	tangling.		No	more	
fighting with unruly straps; just 
pick	it	up	by	the	tether	and	put	
it	on.

All	SOP	harnesses	feature	
rubber-coated	D-rings	for	use	
as	a	lineman-style	climbing	belt.		
It’s	great	for	hanging	stands	and	
trimming	lanes.

Shoot 360º with NO HARNESS INTERFERENCE!!!

New	buckle	design
allows	for	quick
and	positive	hook-ups



2006	ACCESSORIES
Please	ask	your	dealer	or	see	our	website	for	a	

more	complete	listing	of 	accessories.
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Summit products are manufactured under one or more of  the following US patents: 4,991,690 ; 5,226,505 ; 5,413,192 ; 
 5,937,969 ; 5,971,104 ; 5,975,242 ; 6,182,792 ; 5,979,603 ; 6,397,973 and Des. 417,011 ; 420,147.  Summit MegaSampson, 

Bucksteps, Seat-O-The-Pants Safety Line and Rapid Climb Stirrups are patent pending. 
Catalog images reflect the various models and accessories as configured at the 

time	of 	printing	and	are	subject	to	change	without	notice	at	any	time.		

ORDERING INFORMATION
Summit	treestands	and	accessories	are	available	for	purchase	at	select	retailers	and	dealers.		A	list	of 	these	

retailers	and	dealers	is	available	by	zip	code	on	our	website.		Accessories,	replacement	parts	and	specialty	items	
are	also	available	for	purchase	at	our	website	or	by	phone.

WWW.SUMMITSTANDS.COM
256-353-0634

Photography:	Charles	Seifried

Summit
SKin

We	know	there	are	times	
when	you	need	to	purchase	

just	a	top	assembly	or	a	
platform.		Whether	it’s	
to	replace	one	that	has	
been	damaged,	lost	or	

stolen,	or	just	to	try	a	new	
combination,	we	offer	each	
section	as	a	separate	part.

81054 	
Goliath	SS	

Top	
Assembly

81062	 	
Aluminum	
Climbing	
Platform	
Assembly

81063	
Bullet/

Broadhead	
Aluminum	
Climbing	
Platform	
Assembly

81064	
Openshot
Aluminum	
Climbing	
Platform	
Assembly

81048	 	
Openshot

Top	
Assembly

81059	 	
Summit	180°	SS

Top	
Assembly

81055	 	
Razor	SS	

Top	
Assembly

81061	 	
Broadhead	SS

Top	
Assembly

81060	 	
Bullet	SS

Top	
Assembly

81053	 	
Viper	SS	

Top	
Assembly

85082

85091

85092

85090
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Seat-O-The-Pants Safety Harness	n	Undisputed top dog
of  the harness world. The Seat-O-The-Pants safety harness
is a true 4-point full body harness. Adjustable leg and 
shoulder straps allow you to customize your hunting 
harness to early season or late season clothes. Completely
adjustable safety line with prussic knot cinches tight when
pressure is applied. Comes with attached storage pouch.  Fall
Woods Camo.

83036 - Small - Fits Waist Size 25-28
83037 - Medium - Fits Waist Size 28-35
83038 - Large - Fits Waist Size 35-46
Seat-O-The-Pants Safety Harness - Mossy Oak	n	Same 
as above but in Mossy Oak Camouflage.

83039 - Small - Fits Waist Size 25-28
83040 - Medium - Fits Waist Size 28-35
83041 - Large - Fits Waist Size 35-46
Seat-O-The-Pants FastBack Safety Harness n	
The SOP FastBack harness is the one you’ve been waiting on. 
COMPLETELY tangle-free design means you can throw it in 
your duffle bag, truck seat, tool box, etc. and ALWAYS count 
on easily putting it on - Simply pick the harness up by the 
tether strap to keep it tangle free! Mesh back does everything 
a vest does, without the extra hassle.  Fall Woods Camo.
83042 - Small - Fits Waist Size 25-28
83043 - Medium - Fits Waist Size 28-35
83044 - Large - Fits Waist Size 35-46

Seat-O-The-Pants FastBack Cub Safety Harness	n	
New for 2006.  The Cub is a Youth FastBack harness that fits 
waist sizes from 18 - 24 Inches.  It also includes a Seat-O-The-
Pants Climbing System, PN 83014.  All of  the features of  the 
standard FastBack in a smaller package!

83046 - Youth - Fits Waist Size 18-24

Seat-O-The-Pants Supreme X6 Safety Harness	n	The SOP 
Supreme X6 is designed for hunters who just don’t like the thought 
of  ANY straps to deal with on a full-body harness. It has the 
features of  the regular SOP harness all packed into a design that 
is light weight, tangle-free, and comfortable to wear. Mossy Oak 
Camo.  Does not include attached storage pouch.

83047 - Medium - Fits Waist Size 28-35
83048 - Large - Fits Waist Size 35-46

83011 n SOP Locking Clip n Large locking clip to use as a spare or 
replacement.  Threaded connection assures a secure hook-up to 
your harness.

83015 n SOP Safety Rope with Hardware
 n Carry an extra tree climbing safety rope with 
you to be sure you always have one when using 
hunting treestands. Rope converts into lineman’s 
belt. Includes prusic knot, safety rope, lineman’s 
and locking clip.

83014 n SOP Climbing System n Getting into and out of  your 
hang-on treestands has never been easier or safer. The Summit 
Climbing System allows you to be connected to the tree the 
entire time you’re climbing. Just slide the prusic  knot 
up the tree climbing rope to stay connected to the tree.  Includes 
one 30’ safety rope, prusic knot and storage pouch.

83018 n SOP Tree Descender n In the unlikely 
event of  a fall, the Tree Descender will make the 
task of  getting safely to the ground easier.
83023 n SOP Safety Rope no Hardware n Same as 
above but no lineman’s or locking clip.
83024 n SOP Climbing System Combo Pack n 
Same as above but with three 30’ ropes each with 
prusic knot and no storage pouch.
83045 n SOP Camo Pouch n This pouch will 
attach to your treestand safety harness and can 
be used to store an extra tree climbing rope or 
climbing hardware.
83049 n SOP Suspension Relief  System 
n Includes carrying pouch that can attach to 
your harness webbing.

SUMMIT 
TREESTANDS, LLC
715	SUMMIT	DR
DECATUR,	AL	35601
256-353-0634

New SOP 
Fastback Cub 
Youth Harness
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